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Abstract: Software Quality Indicators are the key aspects deciding the success of a software product
developed.  These  aspects  help  in  assessing  the software quality to meet the global competitive position.
The quality indicators are to be quantified and incorporated into various phases of software development
process for building reliable software. Notably varying methods are exercised to access these quality indicators,
here we use AHP, TOPSIS and an integrated AHP and TOPSIS methods to evaluate the weights of the criteria
and  to rank  the available set of quality indicators. These indicators are then proposed to fit into various
phases of software life cycle. The quality indicators are qualified with the help of quality factors or
characteristics identified from ISO/IEC 9126 model and Quint2 Quality model under the vigilance of quality
experts. The evaluation process is done under various perspectives to avoid a biased decision on these quality
indicators. The findings of this study would help the software developers in building quality software.
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INTRODUCTION from the requirement elicitation. These quality

The prime solution for the changing requirement in actions to improvise the quality of the product. The
the world is to make optimal decision on available problem qualities of the software product are basically assessed
solution. For every real time problem there exists a huge using two prime factors namely Internal Quality Factors
volume of choices as solutions and deciding the right and External Quality Factors along with Quality in Use
choice makes it a success. The decision makers are aided Factors.
with various quantitative and qualitative approaches to The quality factors that particular software should
support them in decision making. Multi Criteria Decision hold mainly depend on the type of software that is
Making (MCDM) methods are one such method that aids developed and also is associated with the sub-criteria’s
the decision makers in planning and identifying solution that are opted [1, 2]. The selection of criteria’s depends on
for a problem. These MCDM methods are dependent on the varying perspectives like client view, server view,
certain structures known as criteria’s. Identifying the business logic view, economic view and so on. Based on
unique and optimal solution from a bundle of solutions these criteria’s the quality indicators or software metrics
depends on the choice of evaluation criteria’s. are subjected to rating by expert members travelling

Software measurements or quality indicators are the throughout the Verification and Validation process of the
essential measurements to be incorporated in various software development life cycle [3-14].
phases of software life cycle. The varying quality In this research we have identified and used a set of
indicators are used to measure the conformance of metric  from  ISO  / IEC 9126 for evaluating the software
software  characteristics  to the given specifications. [11, 17]. A set of experts of varying perspectives involve
These software measurements assist in the design, in the evaluation process of software by ranking the
construction and evaluation of the software. Software metrics under varying criteria’s. Analytic Hierarchy
reliability decides the success of the software and Process (AHP) of MCDM methods are used to calculate
assertion on these measurements are to be planned right the  weights  of  criteria.  Later the metrics are subjected to

measurements guide the organization to take sustainable
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be ranked under various phases of software development model[17]. The model holds a set six characteristics to
life  cycle  using  the  AHP  method.  The  same process is represent the internal and external quality of the software
repeated and a comparative study is made on the product. To add on another four characteristics are
applicability of AHP, Technique for Order of Preference identified  for  Quality  in  Use Factor of the software.
by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) and an integrated These characteristics are to be considered to ensure
approach using AHP & TOPSIS was scheduled to identify completeness in the specification of requirement, meet the
the variation in the ranking process [1, 18]. design objectives, test objectives and to ensure quality in

The remaining of the paper is devised as follows: the product. Every product that is subjected to evaluation
Section 2 provides a detailed explanation about all the has to consider both internal and external quality of the
basic terminology and techniques used in the paper. product and also take consideration the utility of the
Section 3 exhibits the proposed methodology and the set product in the user specific environment. The Figure 1.
of metrics subjected to ranking. Next Section 4 explains explains the availability of various characteristics
the various results obtained by the application of identified in the ISO/IEC 9126 models.
proposed methodology, finally Section 5 concludes the
observations found in this paper. Quint 2 based Quality Indicators: The Quint2 model [13]

Basic Definition: The software development life cycle for  evaluating  the  web  applications.   The   Quint2
involves various verification and validation process model is modified in such a way that its performance is
starting from the requirement gathering to product enhanced by adding 11 sub characteristics to ISO 9126
maintenance period. Identifying the set of important model.  Reliability  is  upgraded  with  two  other sub
metrics to help the Verification and Validation activities criteria namely Availability and Degradability while
will assure high quality software. The section below Functionality is added with Traceability. Also the
explains the basic information handled in the process. Usability is added with Explicitness, Customisability,

ISO/IEC 9126 Based Quality Indicators: The basic set of while Maintainability is improvised with Manageability
quality   factors  are identified  from  the  ISO  /  IEC  9126 and Reusability.

isa  modified  version  of  ISO  9126  model,  mainly  used

Attractivity, Clarity, Helpfulness and User-friendliness

Fig. 1: Characteristics and Sub Characteristics of ISO / IEC 9126 Models
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Fig. 2: Characteristics and Sub – Characteristics of Quint 2 Model

Analytic Hierarchy Process(AHP): Multi Criteria based on the order of preference of the criteria’s involved.
Decision  Making  method  is  one  of  the important The stepwise explanation about the functionality of AHP
means for helping decision makers to make the right is given below.
choice from a  huge  volume  of  choices.  Generally
MCDM methods are used to rank, select or prioritize the Step 1: Construction of a Hierarchy.
best from a group of solutions. Analytic Hierarchy The AHP method is modeled in a hierarchical pattern.
Process (AHP) introduced by Saaty is one of the The goal of the problem resides on the top of the
important MCDM methods for ranking process. The AHP application and the criteria’s governing the selection
method is framed to solve a problem by constructing a process of  the alternatives resides on the next level.
hierarchical model [1, 2]. Many supporting sub criteria’s resides on the next level.

The decision makers decide by making pair wise The  solutions  reside  on  the lower most ends. The
comparison  and  decide  over  the  solutions   or  choices Figure 3. Shows the construction of hierarchy.

Fig. 3: Hierarchical model of AHP
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Step 2: Pair wise comparison matrix (2.3)
To make the optimal decision on the criteria that

influences the success of the goal is made using pairwise
comparison method. Every pair of the criterion is
compared with each other based on their relative
importance over each other in consideration with its
higher level of hierarchy. A pairwise comparison matrix is
created by this pairwise comparison process. A
customary scale followed by Saaty is used as a
comparison scale to evaluate the relative weight of each
criterion in each level of hierarchy. The Table 1 shows the
Saaty’s fundamental evaluation scale used.

Table 1: Saaty Scale
Scale Definition
1 Equal
3 Marginally Importance
5 Important
7 Strong Importance
9 Extreme Importance
2, 4, 6, 8 Intermediate level of Strength

Suppose there are n criteria then n x n comparison
matrix is constructed based on the pairwise comparison
performed at each level.

(2.1)

Step 3: Determining relative weight of criteria
The comparison matrix derived from the previous

step is subjected to normalization process. The Eigen
values derived after the normalization process is
considered to be the relative weight of the criteria
involved in the matrix.

(2.2)

Step 4: Consistency Evaluation
The constructed comparison matrix must be assessed

for consistency check. The AHP method accepts certain
level of inconsistency in the subjective assessment of
experts. The below stated formula is used to calculate the
Consistency Index (CI).

where representsthe highest Eigen Value of theMAX

comparison matrix.
Next the Consistency Ratio (CR) is determined which

varies based on the size of the comparison matrix. For
every comparison both Consistency Index and
Consistency Ratio has to be determined.

(2.4)

Here it is to be noted that the value of RI is acquired
from the specified Table 2. The value of the RI varies
based on the size of the matrix n.

Table 2: Relative Index Scale
N 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
RI 0.00 0.00 0.58 0.90 1.12 1.24 1.32
N 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
RI 1.41 1.45 1.49 1.51 1.54 1.56 1.58

The acceptable level of CR is less than or equal to
0.10 and it can be varied to 0.20 if the levels in the
hierarchical structure is more. If the calculated CR value
does not fit into the range the judgment has to be
subjected to revision.

Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal
Solution(TOPSIS): Technique for Order of Preference by
Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) is one of the best
Multi Attribute Decision Making Method which works
efficiently on large group of alternatives. The TOPSIS
method [16] exhibits its best ability in selecting the
alternative very quickly [9], [10]. When the alternatives
are implicated into selection under TOPSIS it could be
noted that it selects the alternative based on two features:

The alternative must be very close to the Ideal
Solution. The one that is very close is selected as the
best solution. 
The alternative must be far away from the Negative
Ideal Solution. The one that is very far away is
considered as the worst one.

The following steps would briefly explain the
functionality of TOPSIS methodology.

Step 1: Construction of Decision Matrix
Initially a decision matrix X  is constructed based on themxn

priority  score  earned  by   the   alternative   against  each
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criterion. Next the relative weight of each criterion is then
evaluated. The below mentioned matrix denotes the
Decision Matrix where x represents the weightage of themxn

alternative against each criteria.

(2.5)

Step 2: Normalized Decision Matrix
The decision matrix X is normalized using the below

mentioned formula.

(2.6)

Step 3: Construction of Weighted Normalized Decision
Matrix

The weighted normalized decision matrix is then
formulated by multiplying the Normalized Decision Matrix
with the relative weight of the criterion. The final product
which is the Weighted Normalized Decision Matrix is
constructed as mentioned below.

(2.7)

Step 4: Identifying the Ideal and Negative Ideal Solution
A set of maximum value of each criteria in the

Weighted Normalized Decision Matrix is considered to be
the Positive Ideal Solution and the set of minimum value
of each criteria is considered as the Negative Ideal
Solution.

(2.8)

(2.9)

Step 5: Separation measures from Ideal Solution
For every alternative involved in the analysis the

distance from both the Positive Ideal Solution (PIS) and
the Negative Ideal Solution (NIS) is calculated using
Euclidean Distance method as mentioned below,

(2.10)

(2.11)

wherei=1, 2, …, m.

Step 6: Relative Closeness to the ideal solution.
The  relative  closeness  of  every  alternative  with

the  ideal  solution  is  calculated.  After  the  calculation
the  alternatives   are   ordered   in    the   descending
order. Larger the closeness value better would be the
performance.

(2.12)

Step 7: Rank the preference order
From the previous step various closeness values of

the alternative will be obtained and would be ordered
accordingly.

Research Experimentation: The utility of software
applications in all areas is the prime and unavoidable
action of the users. The reliability of the software has to
be monitored precisely from the inference stage of the
software development. A hybrid method is proposed here
to enhance the software reliability under the vigilance of
various experts. Initially based on the requirement the
domain, of the software is identified and important
criteria’s to be met by the software are identified. Through
this a varied set of criteria are opted from ISO / IEC 9126
model and Quint 2 Quality Model. Based on the criteria’s
opted a set of Quality indicators or metrics are ranked
considering the criteria’s and are pinned into various
phases of software life cycle.

Expert Selection: For building a reliable software
application certain aspects has to be analyzed and
evaluated by various experts under varying scenarios.
These analysis and rating by these experts will help in
improvisation of the quality of the software. Generally
people holding immense knowledge and experience would
be chosen as experts for evaluation process. Selection of
the right expert would be one of the prime factors deciding
the success of the software. Certain guidelines must be
strictly  followed  to  select this list of experts [12], [14].
The first prime factor to be opted is the selection of
experts who are well versed in Verification and Validation
activities throughout the software development life cycle.
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Next these experts must have ability to analyze the supported by sub criteria’s like Understandability,
software in varying perspective like an End user, Learnability, Operability, Attractiveness and Usability
developer,  designer,  tester  and  so.  Next the experts Compliance.
must be unbiased in decision making and must have a
good experience. According to the above mentioned Maintainability: The Maintainability is used to predict the
guidelines experts are selected. Five experts are selected effort laid on the software that is subjected to the
under varying outlook and they are expert from modification. It also helps to identify the behavior of the
development  team,  expert  from  V&V  team, expert user, developer, maintainer when the product is subjected
holding  higher  experience in QA team, expert member to maintenance. The maintainability criteria improve the
from testing team and finally expert having sound quality of the software by involving the product to be
experience in academic and research of Software measured under sub criteria like Analysability,
Reliability Engineering. Changeability, Stability, Testability and Maintainability

Criteria Selection: ISO/IEC 9126 and Quint 2 Quality
Models forms the base domain to identify the required Portability: The portability measures the operational
Quality Factors for building a quality product [11]. The changes in the product when implemented in different
key evaluators of the software like software requirement work environment and also measures the behavior of the
analyst, developers, quality analyst, testing specialist and user during the porting action. It measures the
academic expert expect certain important quality criteria in coexistence of the software with other existing software
the software. These prime quality factors are considered and checks whether it has the ability to share the other
for building the high quality software products. The resources.  The  portability  criteria  is   supported by
criteria’s that are used for evaluating the software are some other measures namely Adaptability, Installability,
stated below. Co-Existence, Replaceability and Portability Compliance.

Functionality: A functionality quality characteristic Metric Set: A group of 24 metrics are subjected to
speaks  more  about  the  functional  requirements analysis and these metrics are to be classified based on
satisfied by  the  developed  software.  The  completeness the predefined set of quality factors. The metrics are
of the functional requirement helps in identifying the selected from both ISO / IEC 9126 model and Quint 2
quality  of   the   software  developed.  The  functionality model. They are rated by various experts under the
of the software can be subjected analysis based on perspective of quality factors. Once they are analyzed the
various other quality sub factors like Suitability, metrics are fitted into various phases of software
Accuracy, Interoperability, Security and Functional development. The below displayed Table 3. holds the
Incompliance. metric set that is subjected to the analysis under various

Reliability: Reliabilityis one of the important quality development.
indicators that speak about the functionality of the
proposed software to work without any failure in the Evaluation Process: As per the requirements specified by
tenure period of time. The reliability factor helps in the expert members the criteria’s and metrics are selected
improving software engineering process by tracking the and ranked. The involved both academic and industrial
quality evaluation, development process and monitoring experts. The experimentation is formulated in such a way
maintenance process. that initially the metric set was subjected to analysis

Usability: The best software will provide complete individually. Thenthe same set up is continued for the
implementation of usability regulations and guidelines. integrated AHP and TOPSIS method [15] where the
The  software  is  subjected to analysis by a group of criteria are evaluated by AHP and Metrics are ranked
users to    identify  the  functionality  of  the  software. based on these criteria using TOPSIS and placed into the
The software developed must be self descriptive and apt phase of software development life cycle. Many
controllable to the user. The better understandability of interesting information could be inferred from the
the software enhances its utility. The usability criteria is experimentation.

Compliance.

quality factors and fit it into different phases of software

based on AHP method and then the TOPSIS method
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Table 3: Software Metric Set

Software Metric Quality Factors for Evaluation Software Development Phases

Functional Implementation Completeness Functionality Reliability Requirement Design

Functional Implementation Coverage Usability Maintainability Portability Implementation Testing Maintenance

Computational Accuracy

Access Controllability

Functional Compliance

Fault Density

Test Coverage

Failure Avoidance

Availability

Mean Recovery Time

Response time

Throughput

Turnaround time

Waiting time

Task effectiveness

Task completion

Error frequency

Task time

Task efficiency

Defect Removal Efficiency

Rate of Occurrence of Failures

Mean Time To Failure

Mean Time Between Failure

Failure Density

RESULT AND DISCUSSION obtain the desirable results. For all the methodology either

The experimentation included 5 criteria, 13 sub criteria approach the criteria and sub criteria were evaluated using
and 24 Metrics for analysis. The metrics were ranked by the  Pairwise  comparison  methodology.   The  below
various  experts  taking into account of all the criteria and Table 4 exhibits the weight evaluated by experts for
sub criteria weights. A procedural set up was devised to various criteria and sub criteria [1], [12].

AHP, TOPSIS or the integrated AHP and TOPSIS

Table 4: Criteria weightage from Expert

Criteria Sub Criteria Sub Criteria Weight Global weight for criteria

Functionality Suitability 0.1350 0.1455

Accuracy 0.6280

Interoperability 0.1605

Security 0.0765

Reliability Maturity 0.4520 0.3250

Fault Tolerance 0.4025

Recoverability 0.1450

Usability Understandability 0.3950 0.3360

User-Friendliness 0.6050

Maintainability Reusability 0.4950 0.1195

Changeability 0.5050

Portability Adaptability 0.4520 0.0740

Replaceability 0.5480
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From the below mentioned Figure 4. It could be
identified   that    the   reliability   and   usability  criteria
has received a higher grade of importance from the
destined  experts.  It  could  also  be  understood that
every criteria holds varying importance under the
perspectives of varying experts which is clearly stated in
Figure 5.

Fig. 4: Relative Weight of Criteria metrics.

Fig. 5: Expert Rating of Criteria

The metrics were also subjected to pairwise
comparison and each metric was ranked for the criteria
under analysis. The metrics were also subjected to
analysis by experts to fit it right to the appropriate phase
of development under each criteria. The Table 5. shows
how varying methods like AHP method, TOPSIS method
and integrated method have classified the software

Table 5: Categorization of software metrics

Ahp Methodology Topsis Methodology Ahp and Topsis Methodology

------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------

Metric Set R D C T M R D C T M R D C T M

Functional Implementation Completeness

Functional Implementation Coverage

Computational Accuracy

Access Controllability

Functional Compliance

Fault Density

Test Coverage

Failure Avoidance

Availability

Mean Recovery Time

Response time

Throughput

Turnaround time

Waiting time

Task effectiveness

Task completion

Error frequency

Task time

Task efficiency

Defect Removal Efficiency

Rate Of Occurrence Of Failures

Mean Time To Failure

Mean Time Between Failure

Failure Density
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